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Agents That Model ThemselvesIain D. CraigDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of WarwickCoventry CV4 7ALUK EUc1994, I.D. Alexander-Craig, all rights reserved.March 1994AbstractIn this paper, we adopt a symbolic interactionist perspective on Multi-Agent Systems. We investigate the uses and genesis of agent models, bothSelf and acquaintance models and argue that the symbolic interactionist viewis superior to the ad hoc, static and somewhat low-level approach adopted atpresent. We consider agent models|both Self and acquaintance models|as de-vices for making predictions about and the formation of explanations of agents'actions. We then argue that Self models are prior to and instrumental in,because of perspective and because of role taking, the construction of acquain-tance models. We also argue for our position that social structure is dynamicand that socially organised agents must be dynamic in their nature.1 IntroductionIn this paper we attempt to show how the symbolic interactionist conception of theSelf can be used in Multi-Agent Systems as the basis for complex behaviour based inpart upon models of other agents. We also aim to show that a model of the Self thatis conceived in symbolic interactionist terms can be used in the generation of agents'acquaintance models. The term acquaintance refers here to the other agents knownto a given agent. When an agent has acquaintances, it is able to interact with them,and it has knowledge of and about them. (The acquaintance relation is usuallysymmetric: if agent A is an acquaintance of agent B, agent B is an acquaintance ofagent A.).We will argue that an agent's model of the Self is prior to its models of itsacquaintances and is used in the generation of acquaintance models when the rightcognitive processes and structures are activated. We also argue that models ofvarious kinds can be used in prediction and explanation. These uses of models areconstrained: models are not used for the entire span of an interaction as is the case1



in some current Multi- Agent Systems, a property which makes the possession ofdynamic models plausible. The Self is further developed through interaction.Our conception of the Self is that it is essentially dynamic, evolving as a con-sequence of meaningful interaction with others and with the environment. TheSelf is founded on privileged information that is private to the individual. In asense, this information is prior to all other because it composes the individual. Thisprivileged information is composed of an agent's knowledge, beliefs, dispositions,motives, goals and the contents of other mental states and processes. These formsof information are privileged in the sense that they relate to an agent's internalmental (and perhaps physiological) processes: they cannot be directly inspected byanyone other than the agent. Other agents must infer them or rely on being told bythe agent. More central to our purposes here, this privileged information is deployedby an agent in forming the perspectives upon which are based its observations andinteractions.Without internal information about itself, perspectives cannot be constructed,and, without perspectives, views of others cannot be formed. In the sense thatperspectives are the basis upon which models of others are formed, it can be seenthat models of the Self are prior to models of others. This is because we alwaysview the world from a particular perspective (which may change from situation tosituation and from time to time): perspectives depend upon how we are feeling,how we are disposed, what we know, what we believe and upon our past history|perspectives depend, that is, on privileged, internally derived information aboutourselves that is prior to information about others because it is used in formingbeliefs about others.The Self is dynamic and constantly evolves: evolution occurs as a result of anagent's interaction with the external world, but also as a result of interaction withitself and its changing internal processes, dispositions and states. Privileged infor-mation changes with time|is itself dynamic|and contributes to the developmentin time of the Self.We must be clear about the kind of Multi-Agent System of particular interestto us. Most Multi-Agent Systems are composed of a stable collection of agents:in these systems, it is not typically the case that agents come into and go out ofexistence, their tasks are highly circumscribed and determined a priori. We are in-terested in systems which can exhibit such dynamic organisation. The collections ofagents that interest us are such that all agents do not necessarily possess exactly thesame knowledge: they are heterogeneous when viewed in terms of what they know(although there may be certain kinds of common knowledge that is possessed by allagents|knowledge of social conduct and rules for e�ective and socially acceptablecommunication, for example).Because Multi-Agent Systems are naturally distributed, we may not assume thatall agents have the same perspectives with respect to the environment, with respectto the other agents in the system, or with respect to the tasks they may perform.2



The fact that agents necessarily have di�erent perspectives is an important point asfar as this paper is concerned. Two agents have di�erent perspectives as a result of:� Their location in the environment.� The other agents with which they communicate (or more generally: the infor-mation available to them from various sources).� The individual histories of the agents (we want agents to develop over time|isan essential consequence of a symbolic interactionist analysis).� The speci�c knowledge possessed by agents as a result of their identities andpersonal history.� The tasks, goals and other intentional structures of an agent and their abilityto execute actions.� The agent's motives and drives.An agent's perspectives are based upon a variety of factors some of which dependupon physical properties, some based upon cognitive factors, and others that dependupon the agent's history (history viewed in terms not only of the tasks the agenthas attempted in the past, but also the episodes in which it participates and theevents it witnesses, as well as the factors that a�ect its motives).The fact that no two agents have exactly the same perspectives has far- reachingconsequences for Multi-Agent Systems and for Self models. For example, two agentsmay tend to interpret the events they witness in di�erent ways: if it is necessaryfor them to act in response to the events they observe, agents may not necessarilyagree on what the best course of action: some form of negotiation may be necessary.Di�erence of perspective is that no two agents will necessarily behave in the sameway after witnessing an event or participating in an episode: if the perspectives arethe same, future development and behaviour will be the same because agents' inter-pretations of the event or episode will be the same|the agents will derive identicalinformation from an event or episode; a simple argument shows that perspectivesmust necessarily di�er.We expect agents to change with time: indeed, this is required by symbolicinteractionist theory. Consequently, an agent's experiences and the outcomes of itsprevious actions determine its future behaviour: experience shapes the formationof the various, context-dependent Selves an agent exhibits. The interactions inwhich an agent has participated will also shape future behaviour. This contrastswith many Multi-Agent Systems which contain agents that are static over time (ourCASSANDRA [3] is an example of an architecture for building such static systems).Under this static interpretation, agents are seen as problem solvers that coop-erate in the solution of larger problems; communication is seen as a necessary evilforced upon agents by their distributed and (semi-) autonomous natures. If agents3



are problem solvers with added communication (an interpretation very similar toour own early view of CASSANDRA agents|see [3], Chapter Four), their mostimportant components deal with the problem-solving process. In the conventionalview of problem-solving agents (one which is almost a tradition in AI), an agent isequipped with all knowledge necessary to solve a given repertoire of problems: agentdevelopment can proceed in a completely o�-line fashion (in the sense that the agentis performing no actions related to interaction or to problem solving1|we have ansecond use for the adjective `o�-line' which will become clear in the penultimatesection). At runtime, agents do not and need not change in any way.Our view of agents is that they are highly dynamic. They change as a resultof interaction with other agents and with the environment. Agents also change asa result of internal cognitive processes (for example, forming beliefs as a result ofreecting on external or internal events|we will consider these processes explicitlybelow). We view agents as �rstly agents belonging to and forming a social structure,secondly as actors within social situations and �nally as problem solvers: problemsolving is important but not everything. Consequently, considerable activity will bedevoted to action within a social structure and to the formation and maintenanceof social order. Even while engaged in problem-solving activity, agents interactwith others and these interactions cause agents to change|we will return to thisimportant point below.A consequence of the dynamic nature of the Self is that an agent's acquaintancemodels must change with time. On a common-sense level, we all accept that otherpeople will be roughly the same the next time we meet with them as they werelast time. There may be slight variations: larger variations may only detected afterlonger of separation (if one has not met the other person for some considerabletime, di�erences between the way they were and the way they are now may bemuch clearer).We are nonetheless able to adapt dynamically to any changes in the behaviour ofan acquaintance (we infer their current attitudes and a�ective state on the basis ofsuch perceived changes). Once an acquaintance has behaved in a manner we mightconsider atypical or merely di�erent, we might remember the change in demeanourfor future reference and might adjust our behaviour on subsequent occasions to takeaccount of it. We are able also to make inferences about the conduct of other peopleand use these inferences in adjusting our own behaviour. For example, if one hashitherto had cordial relations with someone and then that other person becomesaggressive and unpleasant, one will remember the change in behaviour and will infuture act in a di�erent fashion towards that other person.As a result of the change in behaviour and imputed knowledge of the otherperson, we might attempt to reason about potential causes of the change and usethe results of reasoning as an explanation for it. Such an explanation can be used to1What we really mean here is that the agents are `developed' or modi�ed by their programmerswho change (edit) their database or mechanisms by hand.4



guide our future behaviour both with respect to the person whose behaviour we havefound to be di�erent and also towards others who may deal with that person (forexample, warning them of the altered disposition). This example indicates that ourmodels of other people are dynamic and subject to change given su�cient grounds:we should expect the acquaintance models of an agent in a Multi-Agent System tobe equally dynamic and context-sensitive.The reader will notice that the arguments below deal with the concepts of ac-tion and behaviour, and propose structures that are entirely cognitive|such asmental models and belief systems|as theoretical constructs that are `internal' toagents. On the one hand, we have overt, observable entities, and, on the other,private entities whose existence we can only infer. This is, however, entirely inkeeping with symbolic interactionism as Mead envisaged it. Mead was inuencedby behaviourism, both negatively and positively. The positive inuence was that\[h]umans should be understood in terms of their behaviour, not who they are," [2],p. 28). The negative inuence was that the narrow conception of behaviour heldby Watson (and later Skinner) was, Mead believed, inadequate to explain complex,particularly social, behaviour: Mead insisted that people's actions be understoodin terms of de�nition, interpretation and meaning|clearly, these are cognitive andintentional terms. Symbolic interactionism is a theoretical perspective that encour-ages the analysis a�orded by cognitive theories in the explanation of social andinterpersonal behaviour. This aspect of symbolic interaction, we believe, makes itan ideal framework for theories about Multi-Agent Systems.1.1 OrganisationThis paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we present the central conceptof symbolic interactionism|the interaction|in brief outline and also present someproperties of the Self from this perspective. Next, in Section 3, we consider �rstthe concept of the mental model and some of its properties, then we describe theconcept of the acquaintance model and mention some of its uses in Multi-AgentSystems. While considering acquaintance models, we will mention issues that weexplore in more detail later. In this paper, we are concerned with the concept ofthe Self and its role in autonomous agents: we address issues raised by the symbolicinteractionist concept of Self in Section 3.3. Role taking is a central concept insymbolic interactionism, one which we examine in Section 4: we will describe itsuse as a device for predicting and explaining behaviour. In Section 5, we argue thatmodels of the Self are prior to models of acquaintances in the sense that Self modelscan be used in the generation, modi�cation and application of acquaintance models.It can be argued that the kinds of model that we propose in this paper are far toocomplex to be of real use in practical settings: they appear to be too dynamic andsubject to frequent change, properties which imply high computational cost. Weargue (Section 6) that the conceptual framework within which such claims aboutcost and complexity are couched are mistaken, and argue that people are able to5



manipulate dynamic structures with ease and at low cognitive (and computational)cost, provided the structures are processed at cognitively and socially appropriatetimes. Finally, we summarise our arguments and mention some issues not raised inthis paper (Section 7).1.2 AcknowledgementsWe would like to acknowledge a snow storm which enabled the timely completion ofthis paper. As is usually the case, this work bene�ted in no way whatsoever fromsupport or encouragement from the Department of Computer Science, University ofWarwick, or any of its academic sta�, nor from the University of Warwick as usual.2 Symbolic InteractionismWe adopt symbolic interactionism [19, 14, 2] as the general framework within whichwe will discuss the structure and use of agents' models of themselves and of oth-ers. Symbolic interactionism is a theory which concentrates on the interactionsbetween individuals. It describes individuals as constantly evolving symbol-usingagents. Individuals are not stable and structured unitary personalities. Instead,each agent has many selves that are context- dependent: the selves are themselvesconstantly evolving. They evolve as a result of dynamic selection and interpretation(in terms of symbolic structures) of stimuli that are derived from interaction withother individuals and with the environment.The symbolic interactionist view of the Self contrasts strongly with the common-sense view that frequently informs the Self models of agents in most current Multi-Agent Systems. Common sense tells us that there is a unique thing which is ourself:this thing persists through time, is associated with the memories that we call ourown, and appears to form the basis of our claims of identity. Recent work in cognitivepsychology, for example [26], has strongly denied the common-sense view of the self:very powerful arguments against the unitary self have been developed. The Self isnow seen as an unstable construct that develops over time. Symbolic interactionism,as has been mentioned, proposes a similar view of the Self, but places the originsof the self in the interactions in which the agent participates and which the agentinterprets. Seen in these terms, the Self becomes a collection of context- sensitiveprocesses or perspectives which respond to and interpret the various situations inwhich an agent is located.3 Mental Models, Acquaintance and Self Models3.1 Mental and Agent ModelsIt is necessary, particularly within a symbolic interactionist framework, to examinethe role of agent models: models that an agent has of itself and of its acquaintances.6



The reasons for engaging in such modelling are often taken for granted in the Multi-Agent Systems literature. For example, the descriptions of the acquaintance and Selfmodels in ARCHON [27], there is little justi�cation of their use: from the text, weare expected to provide the justi�cation for ourselves. Initially, we will concentrateon the role of acquaintance models; then we will consider the self model. Discussionof the self model will entail consideration of the role of the Self as a symbolicinteractionist construct.Both acquaintance and Self models can considered a species of mental model[16, 21, 17]. Norman [21] says that they are:� They are parsimonious.� They are incomplete.� They lack �rm boundaries.� They can be used in prediction and explanation.Mental models are parsimonious because they are simpler than the object or pro-cess they represent. This simplicity comes at the price of incompleteness. Becausemental models do not contain all the information a person has about an object,individual, task or process, they are incomplete and cannot be used in all circum-stances. It may be the case, though, that someone has multiple, overlapping mentalmodels that relate to the same object: each model will contain di�erent knowledgeor information, but there will be overlaps|thus, models do not have �rm bound-aries. Finally, mental models have predictive and explanatory power: it will be seenthese issues are of particular importance.3.2 Acquaintance ModelsAcquaintance models are necessarily simpler than the acquaintances they describe.They will also be incomplete. This clearly derives from simple analysis and it can bederived from a symbolic interactionist view of our knowledge of others. In general,we may know a lot about another person, but we do not use all of that knowledgein forming a model of them. We select what appears to be the most relevant infor-mation (which may be based upon situational factors as well as prejudices and soon): one's perspective2 is important in forming a model of another. From a sym-bolic interactionism viewpoint, acquaintance models will be incomplete because theself is viewed as a dynamic construct which is always being constructed from novelinteractions. It is therefore impossible that anyone can have complete knowledge ofanother.The use of mental models in prediction and explanation is of considerable interestin the context of Multi-Agent Systems. Acquaintance models have a variety of usesin Multi-Agent Systems.2Charon [2] emphasises the perspective as a concept important to symbolic interactionism.7



In some contemporary systems, models are used to support reasoning aboutacts of communication: interaction is planned on the basis of the model of theagent who will be the other party to the communication. Before this can be done,the other party (or parties in some systems) must be identi�ed: this is done byconsulting available acquaintance models to determine which acquaintances are themost appropriate participants. The content and structure of interactions are alsoplanned on the basis of the contents of the acquaintance model. Acquaintancemodels are consulted during interaction as well as during the interaction planningstage: this, as will become clear, is not very plausible.We have a di�erent view of the use of acquaintance models. In common withsome contemporary systems (e.g., MACE [10, 11]), we see them as containing infor-mation about other agents. Such information might include:� The areas of expertise of the acquaintance.� The tasks which the acquaintance is likely to work on.� The goals, motives and other intentions the acquaintance is likely to have. Thismight also include information about the likelihood of engaging in co-operativeactivities with the acquaintance and information about the acquaintance'sreliability in various contexts.� Information about the acquaintance's progress (or assumed progress) on cer-tain tasks (say, tasks which it is performing in co- operation with or at therequest of the agent which holds its model).� Expectations about the acquaintance's behaviour in certain contexts (thismight include expectations about things promised by the acquaintance).This information can certainly be used in planning interactions and in role taking(see Section Four below). Acquaintance models can also be used in prediction andexplanation as well as general reasoning about the acquaintance: we will brieyexplore these now.Acquaintance models contain information about the assumed expertise, atti-tudes, dispositions, etc. of other agents. They are theories of other agents. Duringinteraction, if an acquaintance communicates something or behaves in a way that isnot readily comprehensible or that is unusual, the acquaintance model can be usedto explain the anomaly. If the explanation is adequate (and this may require sub-sequent investigation), the acquaintance model can be updated to reect the newlyacquired information. An explanation might relate to general or background infor-mation; it might relate to previous information about the acquaintance, or it mightbe derived by analogy with the behaviour of another acquaintance. In the last case,an agent's knowledge of more than one agent becomes important: we must, in anycase, always remember that each agent is a member of a community of interactingagents. 8



The process of explanation need not be restricted to the case of anomalous orunexpected behaviour on the part of one acquaintance: it can be applied (althoughit will be more complex) in cases in which more than one acquaintance's behaviourneeds explanation. For example, an agent might be informed about the joint actionsof two or more acquaintances, but may not know the details or the purpose of thejoint activity. The agent may engage in the process of constructing an explanationin order to determine what the other agents are doing; such an explanation mayhave some relevance to the agent's own current behaviour or to future actions itintends to take. Explanation of this kind may involve assessment as to the likelythreat posed, or bene�t incurred, by the acquaintances' actions, or the importanceof their actions to the agent constructing the explanation. Explanations of this kindmay also (will probably) involve reasoning about the motives behind and about theaims of the acquaintances' joint actions|such reasoning may also be applied to theactions of a single acquaintance, it is clear. The results of this process can be addedto the acquaintance models in question and lead to an enrichment of the models3.It is, of course, the case that such explanations may prove incorrect: it mustbe remembered that agents operate in the context of information that is generallyincomplete or inexact. In such circumstances, the results of the explanation processmay need to be revised in the light of future developments. This is a very importantpoint: in the kind of Multi-Agent System we are considering, acquaintance modelsare always in a state of revision and reconstruction: they can never be perfect.Explanations are a kind of empirical theory of limited extent: as such, they aresubject to revision in the light of better information. (Even when an explanationis incorrect, it may still be useful for an agent to remember it because it might, atsome later time, form the basis of a correct explanation of some other behaviour orinteraction. We will return to this point below.)There is a use of explanation that we have not considered. It is the use ofexplanation to determine the current state, actions or dispositions of an acquain-tance based upon the interactions between the agent and the acquaintance. Wheninteraction occurs, it may be necessary for both parties to explain the content ofthe messages which are exchanged. This is because interaction will assume back-ground information that is common to both parties. Furthermore, interactions maycontain implicit information and inferences may be made about the structure andcontent of the interaction: inference may reveal information that is not present inthe original communication. We have argued elsewhere [4, 5] that the very fact thatone agent has engaged in communication with an acquaintance can be a signi�cantevent for the receiver of the message. Given the content and the kind of interaction(the speech act performed in the communication), inferences can be made about3We view acquaintance models as having a network structure based upon a generalisation hi-erarchy that is rooted in representations of central concepts, event types, etc. Explanations andother information are assumed to be stored in various parts of the hierarchy in such a way thatthey can be accessed in di�erent contexts. The model we have is similar, although not identical, toa multiple inheritance lattice. 9



the other person. For example, if the communication is based upon a factual ques-tion, the receiver can infer that the sender is ignorant of something. Informationderived from inferences about the content and form of interactions can be used inthe enrichment of the acquaintance model.Mental models can also be used to make predictions about their content. Ac-quaintance models can be used in exactly the same way. However, within a symbolicinteractionist framework, matters are not quite as simple as using an acquaintancemodel to make predictions about what the acquaintance will do or how it will reactin certain circumstances. It is necessary for the agent making the predictions to viewthings from the acquaintance's perspective: to a great extent, acquaintance modelsare about perspectives. How acquaintance models are used in prediction must waituntil we consider the process of role taking.3.3 Self Models and The SelfIn some Multi-Agent Systems, agents are provided with models of themselves. Thesemodels contain descriptions of the kinds of task the agent can work on, the areas ofits expertise, and the goals it has. In some cases, for example the ARCHON system[27], the Self model contains information about the low-level primitive operationsthe agent can perform. The Self model is used by the agent to reason about its owncapacities and capabilities as well as about the tasks that the agent can perform: inother words, Self models support a form of reective or introspective processing.In many respects, models of this kind give rise to behaviour similar to thatexhibited by one use of our ELEKTRA system [7, 8]. ELEKTRA is a production ruleinterpreter that permits rich forms of reective behaviour, and allows rules to accesssystem primitives. Such access conveys upon rules the ability to reason about theprimitives which implement the system, as well as using them to perform reection(by engaging in reection about control, ELEKTRA can be used to describe andimplement its own forward-chaining interpreter, see [8] for more details). One centralfeature of control reection in ELEKTRA is that it is at a relatively low level, andis based upon the implementation of the interpreter.The ARCHON agent self model [27] appears to be at a level similar to that ofELEKTRA. The ARCHON concept of Self model is static. ARCHON agents appearnot to change with time (for one thing, they are intended to be completely domain-independent|problem- and domain- speci�c problem-solving components can beslotted into the agent structure without change to the agent) and their behaviourdoes not appear to change greatly as a result of interaction.The kind of agent we have in mind contrasts strongly with this. For us, agentschange as a result of interaction with other agents, with the environment, and withtime. Agents learn more about themselves, other agents, about the environment asthey interact; agents learn more about their acquaintances through interaction andthe use of acquaintance models and by the process of role taking (which tells themabout themselves). We also see the Self model as a construct an agent uses to make10



sense of the world. Because an agent will view the world from di�erent perspectives,its Self will change from situation to situation according in various ways.The Self in symbolic interactionism is constructed as a result of interaction withothers: in particular, signi�cant others and reference groups. The latter form isa source of a perspective which shapes the development of the Self and is clearlyrelated to the concept of an agent type or to the conception of some agents as beingin some way similar (either in structural, social or teleological terms). The referencegroup might be a political or social group, members of a club, former students ofa particular Oxford college, and so on. Each reference group is associated with aparticular perspective on the world: that is, with a particular way of interpretingthe world of interaction.The Self is constructed (at least in part) as a result of the content and form ofinteraction with these others. Although the symbolic interactionist concept of theself is dynamic in the sense that every interaction causes the Self to alter, it is notnecessarily as dynamic as one might think. Once the self has been constructed, itremains fundamentally the same even though small changes will occur (such changesmight be viewed more as adjustments); it is possible for a personality to undergo aspectacular change, of course (for example, political or religious conversion).The important point to remember at this point is that the self is a social constructand is developed as a result of social interaction.For one of our purposes, the Self is the construct that allows introspection to takeplace. In symbolic interactionist theory, the agent interacts|using symbols|withits Self. This allows the agent to determine which courses of action it will follow.Blumer [1] states that:\The possession of the self provides the human being with a mechanismof self-interaction with which to meet the world|a mechanism that isused in forming and guiding his conduct." (p. 535)Mead [19] remarks that:\the essence of the self ... is cognitive: it lies in the internalized con-versation of gestures which constitutes thinking, or in terms of whichthinking or reection proceeds." (p. 173)The Self is a mechanism by which an agent can understand what it communicatesand what is communicated to it. Mead [19] explains this thus:\What is essential to communication is that the symbol should arousein one's self what it arouses in the other individual." (p. 149)This conception of communication with the self is similar to the concepts ofreection and introspection that are implicit in the self models in Multi-Agent Sys-tems and elsewhere. The Self model in this context is used to determine what theagent should do next: for example, the Self model might be employed to determine11



which step of a plan should be executed next. This situation may occur becausethe agent has reached an impasse in its activity and needs to deliberate on whatnext to do. (It is interesting, here, to note that this view suggests that the creationof a plan- {`plan' interpreted in the classical fashion|is an act of deliberation, aninteresting point that is di�erent from the usual one encountered in the planningliterature|see below.)If one adopts a di�erent terminology, for example with `reection' being under-stood as having externally derived information as its object and with `introspection'having internally-generated information as its object, the conception of the Self asde�ned by symbolic interactionism provides a unifying concept with which to under-stand the two processes. Reection (in the above sense) is the act of understandingan external interaction. Introspection (in the above sense) is the act of understand-ing an internal interaction. The symbolic interactionist concept of the self, then,provides a framework for engaging in reective behaviour in a way familiar fromexisting research into Multi-Agent Systems and programs that perform meta-levelreasoning (such as our ELEKTRA).We do believe, however, that the kinds of information and knowledge whichare manipulated during reection (in the conventional, all- encompassing sense) incurrent Multi-Agent and reective systems are at far too low a level and that themodels are too complex to permit easy and e�cient use. The level at which con-ventional Self models are couched relate to the implementation (this is the case, atleast for some kinds of process, in our ELEKTRA rule interpreter [7, 8]). Such low-level models are psychologically implausible, however. We are not privy to the fun-damental psychological and physiological workings of our minds, brains and bodies.Instead, we have a relatively high-level view of ourselves in terms of our beliefs,desires, goals, memories of others and of episodes, etc. But access to the primitivesthat implement an agent is close to the conception of a Self model in many Multi-Agent Systems. Equally, although we may infer some pathology (mental or physical)in others and we can make inferences (provided we have adequate knowledge) aboutothers in terms of their appearance and behaviour (including verbal reports), wegenerally think of other people in the high-level terms mentioned above. For exam-ple, we may think of someone as bombastic, self-centred, self-important, willing onlyto promote sel�sh aims, ignorant or power-crazed, but it is less likely that we willthink of someone in terms of how they are encoding memory traces, and so on. Inthe case of our views of ourselves, we certainly have privileged access to our states(for example pain) and we may prefer not to make some thoughts or beliefs pub-lic, but we do not have low-level access to many of the processes (e.g., proceduresthat access the mental lexicon). This property of the human mind has been called`cognitive impenetrability' [22].We can reason about ourselves and about others in terms of high-level concepts.Our reasoning about others and about ourselves appears often to be relatively speedybut can be wildly incorrect (for example, we may refuse to accept certain inferences12



or facts that pertain to ourselves, to our best friend or to our partner). If the modelsthat we have of ourselves and others were massively detailed (and as mental models,they appear not to be), they would be di�cult to use in reasoning. As mentalmodels, they appear to be relatively simple; the fact that reasoning with them israpid seems to imply that they contain information in a readily manipulated formand that the amount of information is relatively small.A further criticism of the kind of self model found in conventional systems is thatthey do not change with time. The self, in this case, is merely a snapshot. Indeed,one can argue that the self model is not really a model of an agent's self: it is a termthat has been misappropriated and which really means a device to allow reasoningabout the static structure of a static agent. As we have seen, the symbolic interac-tionist conception of the Self is dynamic. The models that we propose of the Selfmust be dynamic because our agents operate in dynamic environments. Further-more, since agents interact with each other over time, dynamic models are of utmostimportance because they must represent the most up-to-date view of acquaintancesand of the Self. The Self changes as a result of interaction with acquaintances andwith its own agent. Interaction is itself a dynamic process. Consequently, agentmodels of all kinds must be dynamic because they are required to represent thelatest information so that agents can act and interact in ways appropriate to thecurrent situation (which changes with time and as a result of interaction betweenagents and with the environment).If models are static in the sense of containing unchanging information, agentsare unable to represent the current situation in terms of changes in themselves andchanges to the environment and other agents. One role for the Self is to directbehaviour. Unless the Self is able to adapt to changes in its agent's position withinthe social groups in which it participates and to changes within the agent itself (as aresult of interaction in all its forms), it cannot direct behaviour. This is because theSelf relates to circumstances which no longer obtain. Thus, unchanging Self modelscannot be used to direct the agent's actions in a dynamic context.(It might be possible to argue that under some version of behaviourism, staticSelf models might be suitable for directing actions, but it might turn out thatsimplistic, static models only fully perform their function in static|or relativelystatic|environments. In particular, they may apply only to low-level behavioursand only in agent organisations in which the agents' roles do not change: suchorganisations are typical of the current generation Multi-Agent System.)We believe that part of what it means to have a 'Self' is to change with timeand with situation. In other words, we believe that part of the concept of `Self' isjust those properties of adaptation and development.We believe that models of the Self are composed of high-level structures suchas goals, intentions, beliefs about others and about the Self, as well as descriptionsof actions. Such models will change as a result of interaction with others and asa result of learning and training. The beliefs that an agent holds about itself at13



any time will guide its actions and will assist in the formation of its goals (equally,intentions will assist in belief formation). The beliefs held by an agent will alter withtime and as a result of interaction: beliefs are formed as a result of observation andof understanding what others do and say. Explanation of its own and other agents'behaviour also contributes to the development of the Self, as do prediction (and theconsequent production of expectations, [5]) and role taking. We will discuss bothprediction and explanation in some detail below.It may seem surprising that explanation of one's own behaviour is included inthe list of processes that contribute to the development and change of Self models.There are two reasons for such explanation: they can be created to determine thereasons for the success of an action, and they can be performed in order to determinethe reasons for the failure of an action4. In both cases, the context in which theaction was performed is important, as are the original reasons for performing theaction. The more important of these two cases would appear to be that in which anaction fails. Schank [24] argues for the importance of failure in learning: we learnmore from failure than success. One reason for this is that when an action fails, itshows that either our view of the situation is awed in some way (some predictedevent or state of a�airs may be at fault) or that we do not understand the actionor the situation in the way we thought when deciding to perform the failed action.By determining the causes or reasons for failure, we learn about the world and thefactors which constrain actions.When we decide to perform an action, we have a goal in mind, as well as a viewof what the world will be like when the action is to be performed; we also havean idea of some of the e�ects of the action5, typically the e�ects which make theperformance of action desirable as far as we are concerned (the e�ects which satisfyour goals). When an action fails to produce the desired or expected result, we needto explain that fact so that we can try to avoid making the same mistake again.The explanation process may involve reasoning about causality, other agents, andso on. Schank [25] proposes a theory of explanation and learning which is relevantin this connection. The result of the explanation process will be new informationabout the world and about the actions one can perform in given situations|a newtheory, in fact.An explanation may be faulty because it does not generalise or that it is not the`true' reason for the action's failure (for instance because the information availableto the agent during the explanation process is incomplete or incorrect). `Incorrect'explanation is a problem for all empirical and heuristic methods: it is not necessarilya great problem to an agent. Even though an agent may not have the correct or truereasons for determining that an action should not be performed in a given situation4A third reason would be to explain why one has changed one's mind about the viability of anaction just as one was about to perform it.5We may not be able to say all the e�ects because of the frame problem. It is possible that theframe problem can be ignored. 14



(or class of situation), the fact that the agent has determined some reasons foravoiding the action in future is enough: the agent will avoid such actions whensimilar situations occur later. Subsequently, the agent may discover a better, moreaccurate or deeper reason for avoiding the o�ending action, but it is the behaviouralmodi�cation of the agent that is the important point.Explanation of failed actions serves to alter behaviour by inhibition. Explanationof successfully performed action serves as a reinforcer. Successful performance doesnothing to increase the information or knowledge possessed by an agent. Failurecauses the agent to change in both its behaviour and its knowledge.It is interesting to note that an action that hitherto has been successfully per-formed, but which suddenly fails. In this case, knowledge of previous success isimportant to the explanation process because the factors which led to past successwill be important in determining what has now changed. Agents cannot ignoresuccess in favour of failure.The Self model is important in producing explanations of failed actions. Thisis for a variety of reasons. Firstly, as we have seen, the Self is the object whichdirects behaviour. Second, selfhood means that one is able to see oneself in thesituation of interest (the Self is present in all situations): the Self \makes judgementsand subsequent plans of action toward the many other objects that appear in eachsituation" [15], p. 43). Charon rephrases this point as follows:\Selfhood allows us to examine situations and how they a�ect us andto determine the kind of action we might take by imaginatively testingproposed action �rst on its e�ects on the self, that object we seem toknow best. When I engage in conversation I engage in a self-interactionthat attempts to assess the other's image of me and how I am acting inrelation to the other." ([2], p. 77)The Self acts on the basis of knowledge or information that determine the kind ofaction to be taken. This implies that the Self has information that can also be usedin explaining failure and success: part of this is derived from the process of puttingoneself in the position of another agent (assuming the other agent's perspective orrole taking|we will discuss this in more detail below).Third, we believe that part of what it is to have a Self is having a memory ofpast events. To common sense, memory seems to be one of the de�ning factors ofpersonal identity: without memory of past events, actions, feelings, etc., there isno concept of the continuity of the Self through time. Memory records the eventsone has participated in and the actions one has performed, together with the rea-sons for and outcomes of those actions: these can be retrieved (with greater orlesser accuracy) from memory and used for explanation. Memories of past failuresand previous explanations of failure can be employed in current explanations. Theuse of past events and actions in explanation links previous to current experience;it emphasises the continuity of experience that we identify with the our selfhood.15



Previous experience can guide current action and also assist the process of expla-nation by relating current action to previous events, actions and explanations. Inthe opposite direction (present to past), a new explanation may cast light on aprevious episode that could not be previously explained or which was incompletelyor incorrectly accounted for. The fact that the Self changes with time and expe-rience implies that in the future it may have more information to apply than inthe past. By re-examining previous events, a new perspective or new informationcan be applied in the explanation of previous episodes: this may lead to a di�erentexplanation or a di�erent attitude to (perspective on) previous events|it leads tothe formation of a new theory about how one acted in the past. This new theorycan be adopted in the present to determine behaviour both in the present and inthe future. This theory revision process leads, therefore, to an alteration to theSelf: the Self is seen from a di�erent perspective to be dynamic. We will return tothe construction of explanation below when we consider the symbolic interactionistconcept of role taking.The Self can also be used as a basis for prediction. In the quotation from Charon([2], p. 77) there is the explicit notion of trying out actions in imagination. Thesymbolic interactionist concept of the Self is of interaction between the agent andits conception of itself: the Self is seen as an object with which interaction occurs.When considering a course of action, the agent imagines what will happen when theaction is actually performed. Part of this imaginative simulation is the predictionof the e�ects of the action on the environment and on other agents. Prediction ofevents allows the agent to determine whether a proposed action will achieve thedesired e�ects when it is performed. This leads to an expectation which can besupported or refuted by actual circumstance.The predictive use of Self models relates to the process of role taking to whichwe now turn. As will be seen, role taking is important in the development of theSelf as well as in interaction with others.4 Role TakingThe agents of a Multi-Agent System need to co-ordinate their actions, co- operateand compete in performing various tasks. Agents must make rational or reasonabledecisions about what to do; they must make such decisions based on their knowledgeof their environment and of the other agents with which they cooperate or compete.Co-operation and competition are dynamic|we consider that agents may sometimeswish to cooperate, sometimes compete and sometimes remain neutral, the choice ofresponse being determined by factors which include the nature of the task or action,and the nature of the situation in which the action is to be taken.Our view of Multi-Agent Systems is, as we have said, a dynamic one in whichinter-agent (social) structures can form and disintegrate over time; agents can comeinto and go out of existence, and can change their allegiances to suit their own needs.16



Any single agent may belong to more than one social group and will have to respectthe codes of conduct of each of these groups at di�erent (sometimes overlapping)times. This view of Multi-Agent Systems contrasts strongly with many systems inthe literature: conventional systems have the character of having been designed,top down, to perform some particular set of tasks. We have in mind a much looserand more exible collection of agents which can interact in ways that produce socialgroupings.Even if we were to adopt the less exible view that seems most common incurrent Multi-Agent Systems research, it would still be necessary for our agents toact in various ways and to various ends. In conventional systems, this is viewed interms of making use of communication, perhaps also making use of skeletal plansthat describe what each agent should do (Durfee's [9] Partial Global Planning is anexample of this approach). We question the plausibility of repeated communicationof plans between agents in a society; although intentions may be communicatedfrom time to time, frequent communication of this kind, with its concomitant needfor costly evaluation, does not appear to �gure often in interaction between people.In conventional systems, each agent's role is relatively constrained and not subjectto development: our view obliges us to adopt a more exible approach. The sym-bolic interactionist approach provides theoretical constructs that directly relate tocognitive processes.The processes of interest here relate to interactions between an agent and itsacquaintances (we can ignore the problem of newly encountered others for the timebeing). Interaction between agents comes at a cost and cannot represent all possibleinformation about an agent's goals and other intentions. Agents must interact andbehave in ways that make sense to other agents. This way, agents can act in waysthat are both intelligible and suitable|interaction is meaningful.We have already seen that an agent's Self directs its actions. The Self is involvedin mental simulation of proposed courses of action. There is also the concept of roletaking and the concept of the de�nition of the situation. We will examine them inturn and see how they relate to Multi-Agent Systems. While reading what follows,it is essential to remember that all interactions (more generally, all actions) takeplace in situations and relative to the actor (agent's) perspective in that situation.The concept of role taking is simple to explain. It is the process by which anagent mentally occupies the role of another agent in order to look at the Self andthe situation from the viewpoint of the other. Hewitt [14] states that:\Role-taking always involves cognitively grasping the perspective of theother whose role is taken, and sometimes it also involves identi�cation: : : the child who responds to parental discipline|as in the case wherethe child apologizes and resolves to try to do better in the future afterhaving been called to account for some transgression|engages in role-taking in which a�ect and evaluation are signi�cant and identi�cationis clearly evident. The child not only makes a factual prediction that17



the parent will be pleased with an apology and a resolution to do betterin the future, but may also identify with the parent's perspective." (p.99-100)Role taking is a conscious activity in which we place ourselves in the position of theother involved in the situation. By putting ourselves in the position of the other,we adopt their perspective on the situation and see how they view us. In Hewitt'sexample, the child takes the role of its parent and sees �rst that an apology willplease the parent. The child determines that a sincere promise to avoid repetitionof the transgression accords with the parent's view of the situation. These decisionsmade by the child occur after it has recognised that it has done wrong: it can onlymake such a recognition after considering the situation from the parent's viewpointand seeing that, from that viewpoint, the action it took was wrong.By taking the role of the other, agents are able to determine various pieces ofinformation about the situation, in particular how it is viewed by the other|theother's perspective|and how the other will react to various actions taken by theagent. In this sense, role taking serves to frame `what if?' questions about thesituation. The answers to these questions allow the agent to decide upon a courseof action that the other will consider suitable and appropriate by the other. Whenseen in these terms, role taking is useful for many aspects of life.Taking the role of the other enables an agent, inter alia:� To engage in co-operative behaviour.� To engage in symbolic communication.� To control or direct others.� To learn perspectives.� To work through all social situations.and it allows us to see the present from our past and from our future perspectives.Charon [2] discusses these and other issues in detail (pp. 109-114). Those aspectslisted above, however, are most relevant present because they directly relate to`what if?' questions of a kind that immediately and obviously relates to Multi-Agent Systems.One can view role taking as being part of a dialectic between the Self and theother. The Self proposes a course of action and then the agent takes the role of theother to determine whether it is appropriate or suitable. The agent can alternatebetween the Self and role taking until a satisfactory outcome is reached. It is possiblethat no satisfactory outcome is reached: no course of action may be found that willmeet the approved of the other. In such a case, the agent can determine some ofthe more likely consequences of the course of action (that is, how the other willreact to the its actions). This enables the agent to protect itself against possibly18



harmful e�ects or to plan additional actions that are expected to mitigate against theunwanted e�ects of the inappropriate course of action. As a result of the dialecticalexchange between the Self and the other, a strategy for acting within a situationcan be derived. This strategy should have a better chance of success than wouldan arbitrarily chosen course of action because the strategy takes into account theposition of the other.As a result of this process, an agent may have decided to take some course ofaction the situation. It will also have learned more about itself. By taking the roleof the other, an agent is able to determine how the other views the action that theSelf proposes to take.It is important to remember that actions (of all kinds) taken by agents aresituated: they are relative to a situation. Interactions between agents take placewithin situations and are, indeed, conditioned by the situation. The de�nition ofthe situation is an important concept because it constrains the behaviour of theparties to an interaction. Hewitt [14] describes the de�nition of the situation as:\an overall grasp of the nature of a particular setting, the activities thathave taken place there and are seen as likely to occur again, the objectsto be sought or taken into account, and the others who are present. Moreformally, a de�nition of the situation is an organization of perception inwhich people assemble objects, meanings, and others, and act towardthem in a coherent, organized way." (pp. 90-91)Situations are constrained as to what they contain and what can happen in them.Each situation is either constructed by those agents which act in it or else is aconstruct that is known to the agents. Situations are not uncontrolled and chaotic,but are regular, meaningful objects that have purposes and that can be understoodby agents. Understanding is important because situations have meaning accordingto symbolic interactionism and the meaning is constrained by the components of aparticular situation.The de�nition of the situation can considered as a representation of the situationthat also constrains behaviour in it. It resembles Schank's [23] concept of the script,but is considerably more exible. One reason why there should be such exibilityis that an agent's de�nition of a particular situation may be altered as a resultof interaction with various other agents. Interaction (including role taking) neednot always be with a concrete agent: it can also be an act of imagination involv-ing generalised others and with reference groups|these are both abstractions thatagents generate as a result of experiencing interaction with real agents. Throughexperience, situation de�nitions can be generalised and adapted (specialised as wellas analogised) so that they can be used in concrete situations: agents learn aboutsituations and their objects. This contributes to their knowledge about situationsand about other agents. In summary, situations are exible, varied, and resembleeach other in various ways; they are also dependent upon the others with whom weinteract as well as upon our own de�nitions.19



The de�nition of the situation constrains how agents behave and how they in-teract with each other. An agent's knowledge of a situation together with roletaking determine how the agent will interact in that situation. In order to engagein role taking, an agent must have knowledge of the situation and the perspectiveof the other agent. The perspective of the other agent can be equated with theacquaintance model we discussed above. Reasoning using the acquaintance model(as a mental model) and knowledge of the situation (the de�nition|another men-tal model) supports the process of role taking. We view role taking as a form of`what-if?' reasoning that is constrained by various factors including the previousbehaviour of the other (as represented by the model of the other) and the de�nitionof the situation|another mental model. It should be noted that new acquaintancescan also be catered for by this approach, particularly when reference group and gen-eralised other information is available. The results of these inferential processes canbe used to enrich (or maybe, even simplify) acquaintance and situation models; theSelf model will also be a�ected by these processes because the point of role takingis to produce information for the Self.Role taking is a process by which an agent can determine how to act in situationsby placing itself in the position of the other agent so that it can view matters throughthe other agent's eyes. In order to do this, the agent needs information about theother agent (the acquaintance or general type of acquaintance) as well as informationabout the kind of situation in which the it is to act. One product of role takingis information about the Self: this is information about how the Self is viewed bythe other and which is used in the development of the agent's concept of its Self.Another product is an outline of the course of action chosen by the agent, togetherwith predictions of its possible and potential consequences.5 The Priority of The SelfWe now come to one of the important points of this paper, the concept which wewill call The Priority of the Self. This principle states that the Self model is thebasis for all acquaintance models; indeed, the Self is the basis for action and socialbehaviour, and also for the interpretation and understanding of symbols (actionsand interactions) and situations. The Self model is used to generate acquaintancemodels. Acquaintance models are generated, we will argue, as a result of the com-bination of role taking, interaction, generalisation and analogy. The processes thatsupport the construction of acquaintance models are all relative to situations: theytake account of, and are situated in, the situations in which interactions occur.The most important point is that process of role taking not only aids the for-mation of the Self and of perspectives, it also uses information about the Self inorder to make predictions about the behaviour of others. Of course, we are unableto do this with complete accuracy (there will always be things which another willdo that we would not do, and there will be things that another will not do that we20



would do). We do not have complete information about others and, instead, mustrely upon observation and inductive generalisation (both of situations and of persontypes). We may have information about the other and we have information aboutthe Self.The act of imagination which places the Self in the position of the other mustrely upon information that is provided by the Self. This information is in terms ofthe perspectives formed by the Self but which are imagined in altered form as beingthose of the other. This implies that the Self will bias view the world seen from theother's viewpoint unless there is balancing information. The reason that there isthis bias is that information about the other may be lacking.The Self is produced through interaction. Others are the original source of theinformation upon which the Self is based. Even as the Self is formed, informationfrom external sources is used in its construction, so the perspectives of others arebuilt into (so to speak) one's Self. Yet, at the same time, the Self's own perspec-tive develops. These perspectives derived from others can form the basis of modelsof those who have contributed to the development of the Self. As a result of in-teraction with signi�cant others (parents, guardians, siblings), children's selves areformed (initially as a result of imitation). Other agents (who have distinct andclear identities and relationships to the agent) have attitudes towards the agentand report them to the agent. This provides the agent with information aboutthe attributes and the perspectives of the others. From this information comes theprimitive acquaintance model. As a result of the development of the Self, agentsalso form their own views of others and these views|these perspectives|also serveto develop models of acquaintances. The Self's perspectives can be the subject ofintrospection: this provides another way in which the Self can develop and changeits views of others; role taking will also contribute to the process.In the face of (a relative) lack of information about the other, the Self has to relyon its own perspective and on what it knows. Clearly, what the Self knows aboutmost is the perspective of its agent and its own history of interaction with othersand with the world: the Self creates meaning out of situations and remembers thesemeanings|this forms the basis for the Self's understanding of the world and otheragents. It would appear that the early development of the concept of the Other(other agents, acquaintances) will depend upon the concept of the Self for it is theSelf that interprets interactions with others.In terms of mental models, the Self model is therefore used to interpret theactions of others. These interpretations (together with other information) is re-membered by the interpreting agent and forms the basis for acquaintance models aswell as de�nitions of the various situations in which interaction occurs.With experience of|after interaction with|the other, information about theother (attitudes, information about perspectives) can be brought to bear in takingthe role of the other. Agents learn from experience, interactions with others, changesto the Self, and so on, in interpreting situations. The Self is better able to take21



the role of the other when more information is available to form the basis for itsprediction of the possible behaviours and the perspectives of the other. Increased selfknowledge results from interaction with the Self (introspection), role taking and frominteraction with others. Increased self knowledge comes as a result of interactionwith external agents for the most part: interaction brings with it information that isderived from the meanings of the actions taken by others (especially interaction withthe agent). Increasing self knowledge comes hand in hand with increased knowledgeabout situations and others. As a consequence, the Self is exposed to informationwhich it can interpret as part of the relevant acquaintance models.Self knowledge also results from role taking and directly introspective action.Purely private, internal interaction serves to deepen and broaden the Self. Roletaking shows the Self how it is seen by others and depends upon the models thathave been formed of the others; introspection requires a dialogue with the Self.Role taking and the interpretation that accompanies interaction inform the Self,but they also assist in the formation of acquaintance models. For example, roletaking helps an agent to make predictions about situations and the behaviour ofother agents. The predictions thus formed can be veri�ed or falsi�ed as a resultof future interaction. The results of evaluating predictions feed the development ofthe Self (by means of an explanation process that will a�ect the Self's actions insimilar situations that occur in the future) as well as the models of the acquaintancesinvolved in the situation. The behaviour of the acquaintances in the situation can beremembered and interpreted in order to alter the associated acquaintance models|the acquaintance models will, it must be stressed, be updated in a way that reectsthe agent's understanding of the situation|the updates will reect the meaning ofthe situation and the perspective of the agent.Matters are made more di�cult to explain by the fact that the Self and thevarious acquaintance models are dynamic structures that change as a result of inter-action in time, and by the fact that the development of both are closely interrelatedand interdependent. As the Self develops, knowledge about others develops as a di-rect consequence. Knowledge of others develops as a result of generalisation, �rst inthe creation of generalised others and then of reference groups, each of which has itsown associated perspective. It can be argued that role taking, both in determiningaction in a particular situation and also action with respect to a generalised otheror reference group, is used to produce possible revisions of the agent's model of theother|role taking also contributes to the development of the Self.We noted above that one aspect of role taking was that of allowing the agentto review its past and to reason about its future actions. In reviewing the past, itcan revise beliefs about others and about situations: this leads to a reevaluationof both and also leads to alteration of the associated models. Role taking, in thisform, depends upon knowledge of the Self; in particular, it requires new information,knowledge and newer perspectives in order to perform the review. It is clear thatthis use of role taking exploits experience in the revision of beliefs.22



On the other hand, as acquaintance models develop, they provide a richer andpotentially more accurate basis upon which to take the role of the other|theyprovide more insight into the potential behaviours of others. When role taking,the agent can make use of more information about the perspectives and potentialinteractions of the other. This will lead to predictions that have greater plausibility.As a result of interaction, agents will become more competent in predicting thebehaviour of other agents and will be better able to form more accurate plans forengaging in the interaction. Equally, more developed acquaintance models providea better basis for explaining the behaviour of the other (this is another use for roletaking, and one we have not explored).As an agent's models of its acquaintances become more developed, they exertinuences on the Self (we have already seen the use of role taking in developing theSelf). Thus, we have a circle, but one which starts with the Self6.6 The Cost of Dynamic ModelsThe models we have discussed are all dynamic. Initially, the Self model will behighly dynamic, perhaps being completely reorganised after every interaction in theearly stages (the rate of change probably slows with time). As a consequence ofthe dynamism of the Self model, the acquaintance models are dynamic in nature.However, acquaintance models will not necessarily reach the degree of stability of theSelf model: this is because acquaintance models will change as a result of situationsand role taking.It can be argued that dynamic models of the kind we propose are computationallytoo expensive to consider with any seriousness. We will argue that this is not the caseand that dynamic models are necessary if we expect agents to respond appropriatelyin widely varied and varying situations.Firstly, we note that people are able to reason about other people|family mem-bers, friends, colleagues, media personalities, politicians and so on| and are ableto do so with apparent ease. This reasoning is based upon our mental models ofothers. If we are interested in making our arti�cial agents more like people thanthe simple and relatively inexible structures we have at present, we need to endowthem with the ability to build, modify and manipulate models of themselves and ofother agents. In addition to this, one important aspect of the argument presented inprevious sections is that symbolic interactionism analyses human behaviour in termsof these mental models and it is because of the existence of these models that peopleconstruct and �nd meaning in situations and interact socially with other people. In6We could, and probably should, have mentioned de�nitions of the various situations in whichagents �nd themselves (even though this might seem daunting because of their variety and becausesituations look suspiciously like contexts) because the de�nition of the situation depends, at leastin part, upon meanings and participants. We do believe that de�nitions of the situation becomemore de�ned with time, but prefer not to discuss this at present.23



other words, symbolic interactionism analyses things in terms of structures that canbe regarded as dynamic mental models.Second, these mental models are not used all the time during interaction. This isa problem with the models proposed in the Multi- Agent Systems literature to date:too much happens during exchanges. Agents are always engaged in plan monitoringand replanning as a result of failed expectations.In addition to these behavioural modi�cation problems, agents containing dy-namic models in current Multi-Agent Systems are always adjusting their modelsof themselves and of other agents, activities that are computationally expensive.Updates to an agent's dynamic models are needed to keep the models up-to-date:this is essential for the production of appropriate, co-ordinated behaviour that helpssatisfy the current global goal.One possible reason for the need for such monitoring and replanning is thatcurrent agents do not have information about the situations in which the act. Aswe have noted, the de�nition of a situation represents a grasp on the part of theagent of the objects, activities, meanings, and so on, that are expected in any givencontext|a kind of model of the situation. For any situation, its de�nition servesto limit the participants' possible actions and interpretations. Given a situation,its de�nition (which is shared knowledge) constrains what the participants can doand what resources they can employ in the situation. Viewed in another way, thede�nition of the situation outlines a kind of plan or script that de�nes the roles ofthe agents acting in the situation. However, the range of behaviours is less restrictedthan a plan: the de�nition of a situation is more like a exible strategy for behavingin a given context (it is normative rather than prescriptive). Some variation inbehaviour is clearly permitted in the situation: any behaviour that respects theconstraints of the de�nition will count as acting in accord with it.This view contrasts strongly with the notion of planned behaviour encounteredin much current work on Autonomous and Multi-Agent Systems. In these systems,agents sometimes react to environmental events (including interactions), but morecommonly they create and then execute �ne-grained plans which determine theiractions|classical plans in one form or another. The symbolic interactionist accountof behaviour in a situation is, by contrast, considerably more exible: the de�nitionof a situation generates an equivalence class of behaviours, all of which are acceptablein the situation. We could argue (we defer the details) that as long as the agents in asituation perform certain key actions, they will be deemed to be acting in accordancewith the situation's de�nition (this also simpli�es the problem of classifying andlearning situation de�nitions).Not only do current agents not possess de�nitions of the situation, they areunable to engage in role taking as part of the process of determining reasonablebehaviour. Role taking involves the use and modi�cation of mental models in theproduction of action.In addition to the problems we have seen with respect to behavioural modi�ca-24



tion, dynamic models are expensive, as we have noted above, because the modelsused in current systems contain information that is at too low a level. This hasthe consequence that there is a great deal of information that will be irrelevant toany particular situation and must be eliminated before appropriate reasoning canoccur. Some models may not even contain abstractions of a kind that most suitsanalysis. We have already suggested that models should contain relatively high-level information: now we also suggest that it should be organised as a collection ofabstractions.Some approaches to belief revision (which is clearly akin to the problem of dy-namic models) require every consequence of a revision to be propagated through thebelief system before use can restart. This is clearly implausible (in fact, as plausibleas the idea that we �nd all logical consequences of an inference). People do not tryto alter all of their beliefs and are perfectly content to maintain contradictory be-liefs. The solution to this problem is only to update directly a�ected beliefs (and atthe appropriate level of abstraction) and to leave the rest until needed (i.e., performonly local updates to the belief network).A further problem with the use of models in current Multi-Agent Systems is thatthey are used during interaction. Part of the justi�cation for this is that behaviouris determined by planning activity: plans must be constantly updated as a resultof changes to the environment. Models must be updated as a result of interactionbecause they partially determine how plans are to be modi�ed when they fail orwhen they are found to be inappropriate. Interaction is also viewed as a kind ofplanned activity, both in terms of production and in terms of understanding. Asan interaction proceeds, the models upon which it is based will be updated forthe reasons just given. The various models an agent possesses serve as the `worldmodels' the planner consults and manipulates: as such they must be kept up-to-dateso that the planner can determine what to do next, and so that the failure diagnosismechanism can determine where and how a plan has failed. Given this framework,it comes as no surprise that dynamic models are considered expensive: they appearto inherit all the problems with world models from classical planning and appear toincur all their overheads.Our view of the models held by each agent and their roles in the operationof Multi-Agent Systems is very di�erent from the current view. Above, we havestressed the use of models (of all forms) in prediction and in explanation. Theseare di�erent from constituting a world model for classical planning. Indeed, it is tobe expected that they will not be performed during interaction: their major useswill be before and after interaction, respectively. When an agent is able to madepredictions and engage in explanation, other tasks need to be performed duringinteraction. For example, processes checking that predictions have been satis�ed(and noting failures when they occur as well as triggering improvised behaviourthat will be appropriate within the current situation), and noting that signi�cantconstraints of the situation have been satis�ed (again, noting cases of failure and25



inducing remediating, or coping, behaviour when failure occurs).Given our view of the use of models, they may still be consulted during interac-tion, but it will be more usual for them to be used while interaction is not takingplace. An example from human activity is mentally acting out an interview beforeit takes place and then reviewing the interview after the event. During review, thevarious models may be updated as a result of explanation and as a result of whatis remembered about the interaction and its content: the expensive processes thatmodify models can be executed at a time when processing loads are lighter andwhen there is less demand for resources, in particular when there are lower demandson models7. However, review is not the same as performance, and mentally actingout an interaction before it takes place is not the same as the interaction proper.Models are used during mental simulation (prediction generation) and are used forexplanation.We believe that these properties of our interpretation lead to more appropriateand plausible demands upon agents' cognitive systems. The expensive operationsof updating and restructuring models implied by interaction are performed wheninteraction within the target situation is not taking place. This appears, fromintrospection, to be more in line with the way in which people deal with theirbeliefs about others.We are not claiming that interaction proceeds without access to models. Oneclear place for access is when an expectation fails and an agent has to deviate fromits expected behaviour (for example, one might be expecting a hostile response fromthe other but, instead, the other behaves in an avuncular fashion). It may be enoughto improvise behaviour or it might be necessary either to engage in role taking orto examine the de�nition of the situation. (Role taking will probably be avoidedbecause it is too costly.) New predictions about how the situation will unfold willbe needed so that the agent knows what to expect and so that the agent will takeappropriate actions: predictions can come from the acquaintance model or from thede�nition of the situation (probably both). The formation of predictions is not ascostly an operation as updating a mental model and propagating the consequencesof the change: it depends upon retrieving structures from models and operating onwhat has been retrieved. Most of the cost of expectation formation occurs awayfrom the models: it is only later when the expectations are analysed that costlymodi�cation processes become involved.We believe that the above account provides an e�ective argument against theclaim that agent models must be static because dynamic models are too expensive.The argument that dynamic models are impossible does not, in any case, squarewith the facts of psychology.7In an implementation of a model-using agent, there will be contention for the various modelsif they are simultaneously accessed and updated during interaction. The demands of plannedinteraction imply that the latest information about the acquaintance or about the Self will beneeded. Contention for the various models may become a severe problem for a totally deliberativeagent of the `classical' type. 26



7 ConclusionsWe have considered in detail the role of various mental models that agents in aMulti-Agent System possess. We believe that cognition is mainly about the forma-tion, use and revision of mental models: this is a stronger formulation of the mentalmodels theory as presented by Johnson-Laird [16]. Mental models, as McGinn [20]argues, provide a mechanism for the consistent assignment of meaning to mentalstructures. This, as we have argued, is entirely consistent with a symbolic interac-tionist interpretation of agents.Throughout the paper, we have stressed the dynamic nature of agents and theenvironment in which they live; we have also stressed the fact that agents changeas a result of interaction with their environment, with other agents and with them-selves. Symbolic interactionism is a theory of situated action, and one that relatesinternal (mental and symbolic) activity to overt and symbolic behaviour that is sub-ject to direct observation and interpretation. A symbolic interactionist account ofbehaviour naturally implies structures that are very similar to mental models andprocesses that operate upon them. The models that symbolic interaction proposesare highly dynamic in nature, a property which suits our conception of Multi-AgentSystems.So far, we have only considered human and arti�cial agents s separate `forms oflife.' We have proposed a framework and a set of mechanisms that apply to bothkinds of agent when considered separately: we have, in e�ect, proposed an accountof action that is both public and private|that is, a theory which deals with theproduction of public behaviour given private processes. What we have not mentionedis the possibility that both human and arti�cial agents may coexist and cooperatewithin an overall system. Such a system (which we refer to as a Symbiotic System)would be a society of agents in which each agent is able to perform some tasks betteror more easily than others, and in which social behaviour occurs between agents ofdi�erent kinds. Such a system or society of agents appears natural when consideringMulti-Agent Systems from a symbolic interactionist perspective; however, as withall kinds of arti�cial agents, it is necessary for people to understand arti�cial agentsin their own (human) terms. This places behavioural constraints of the kinds thatwe have discussed above on the arti�cial agents.We believe strongly that work such as that represented by this paper, as well asthe modelling of human social behaviour will increase our understanding of socialprocess. Above, we approached the problems of agent modelling from a humanperspective. This is for a number reasons: in particular, we want to suggest that ourunderstanding of social theories can be deepened by constructing faithful simulationsusing Multi-Agent Systems (i.e., by the construction of computer systems in a waysimilar to that which has bene�ted cognitive psychology). Symbolic interactionis a framework within which to conduct such experiments (we could enrich it byincorporating some form of attribution theory|for example, Heider's original [12]|27



as one of our inferential processes). We suggest that the approach is not limited tosymbolic interactionism, but can be applied to other theoretical positions as well.We have concentrated on symbolic interactionism because of its naturalness andbecause it appears most obviously suited to Multi-Agent Systems. However, ourinterest in cognitive science leads us to make the suggestions in this paragraph, andwe hope to expand the argument at a later date.From the Multi-Agent Systems, as well as a general scienti�c, perspective, itis all very well to propose theories and mechanisms: the acid test comes in theimplementation|can the proposals made above be implemented and, once imple-mented, do they work in the way suggested? We are aware that a computationalmodel needs to be constructed and tested. We are also aware that the accountgiven above misses many details: for example, how do agents make inferences aboutnew agents, about situations and the behaviour of other agents? Taking the lastcase, how would an agent know what to infer during role taking? These issuesneed to be addressed because only then can the proposals be fully evaluated: itmight be useful, for example, to allow agents to use implementations of Attribu-tion Theory [12] or Personal Construct Psychology [18] as internal submechanismswhich guide some of the processes that we have described. Implementation is thekey concept: social structures are, by their nature, dynamic. Dynamic processesare hard to comprehend when they are presented in an entirely static fashion. Dy-namic systems have subtle and far-reaching e�ects and interactions that cannot bedetermined from static views of them. Multi-Agent Systems (implementations) area way of animating theories of dynamic, social systems.References[1] Blumer, H., Sociological Implications of the Thought of George Herbert Mead,American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 71, pp. 535-44, 1966.[2] Charon, Joel M., Symbolic Interactionism, Fourth Edition, Prentice Hall, En-gelwood Cli�s, NJ, 1992.[3] Craig, I.D., The CASSANDRA Architecture, Ellis Horwood, Chichester, 1989.[4] Craig, I. D., Extending CASSANDRA, Research Report No. 183, Departmentof Computer Science, University of Warwick, 1991.[5] Craig, I. D.,Meanings and Messages, Research Report No. 187, Department ofComputer Science, University of Warwick, 1991.[6] Craig, I. D., Replacing CASSANDRA, Research Report No. 232, Departmentof Computer Science, University of Warwick, 1992.[7] Craig, I. D., A Reective Production System, Kybernetes, to appear, 1994.28
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